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Let the captain beware
There's a dog on his tail
Has a scent in the snout
And it howl and it wail
There's a mad in the eye
And a foam in the mouth
There's a kill in the wind
And it's coming up north
And heading down south

Once he used to be the dog's best friend
Fed him well, on him the dog depend
All was well as far as he could see
But now it's free
And it's down in history

Let the captain beware
Keep an eye on the sail
Keep a watch on the rail
There's a dog on his tail
Let him look to the light
Let him think it fair
Let him lean to the right
But let the captain beware

Let the captain beware
There's a snap at the heel
There's a dog on the prowl
With an eye for a meal
There's a cry at the moon
From the top of the hill
'Cos the bitch is about
And look out cappy
It's out for the kill

Once they used to live in harmony
Throwing dollars, fetching faithfully
East is East and how it used to be
But now it rage
'Cos it want to turn the page
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Let the captain beware
Keep an eye on the sail
Keep a watch on the rail
There's a dog on his tail
Let him look to the light
Let him think it fair
Let him lean to the right
But let the captain beware

Let the captain beware
Keep an eye on the sail
Keep a watch on the rail
There's a dog on his tail
Let him look to the light
Let him think it fair
Let him lean to the right
But let the captain beware

Let the captain beware
Keep an eye on the sail
Keep a watch on the rail
'Cos there's a dog on his tail
Let him look to the light
Let him think it fair

Let him lean to the right
Let the captain beware

ATLANTIS CALLING

On behalf of unknown heroes
And the priest said to Solon
Solon, you Greeks are but children
In those days the Atlantic was navigable
And there was an island in front of the Pillars of
Hercules
That sank in a single day and night of rain

In Bimini there's a temple that is rising from the sea
In Iberia the language of the Basques a mystery
The Tiahuanaco ruins, a secret closed to men
Canary Island legends, and don't forget Stonehenge

Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling

There's legends of the Flood with every race around
the
World
The waters of the same that keep Atlantis covered still



On both sides of the ocean there were many things
alike
Pyramids, sarcophagi, the customs and the rites
Egyptians spoke about it to Greeks who did believe
Of echoes of disaster from ancient history
From the land beneath the sea

Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling

(Instrumental break)

Atlantis calling - of deeds that go unsung
Atlantis calling - the time will surely come
The answer will be found
The mystery unwound
Origins explained

On behalf of unknown heroes
For heroes there must be
In any land that crumbles
And sinks beneath the sea
And if that land existed
Be it how or when or where
Then isn't the conclusion
That all roads lead to... 

Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling
Atlantis calling
(Hear when they call)
Atlantis calling
(Hear when they call)
(Repeat to end)
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